Diffraction and tunneling in systems with mixed phase space.
The role of diffraction is investigated for two-dimensional area-preserving maps with sharply or almost sharply divided phase space, in relation to the issue of dynamical tunneling. The diffraction effect is known to appear in general when the system contains indifferentiable or discontinuous points. We find that it controls the quantum transition between regular and chaotic regions in mixed phase space in the case where the border between these regions is set to be sharp. However, its manifestation is rather subtle: it would be possible to identify the diffraction effect under suitable coordinates if the support of the wave function contains indifferentiable or discontinuous points, whereas it is mixed with the tunneling effect and the whole process becomes hybrid if the support does not contain the sources of diffraction. We make detailed analyses, including the semiclassical treatment of edge contributions of the one-step propagator, to clarify the nature of diffraction in mixed phase space. Our result implies that chaos does not play any roles in the regular-to-chaotic transition process when the phase space is sharply divided.